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Winter dies, and snow remains. You follow the cloud-strewn paths, as you have countless times before, beneath many moons, some full, some shriveled. Often you rest at the stone shelter halfway up the mountain, and regard the skeletons of trees through a gaping abyss that was once a window. Night is fearful with cracking wind as you crawl under the rotten cloth that serves as a blanket. At day, you retrace your steps on the path, then press forward, then back, again and again -- all a protracted stab at remembering. At various points you do recollect, vaguely, your heart, drenched in red and very much alive, as it fell from your chest, through your vainly grasping fingers, and settled on perfect white snow. You watched as it lay there beating, and your breath could not come from your chest, because now there was nothing at all there, nothing to absorb and expel the air that clogged your throat, and it was like being thirsty. And to your surprise, your heart continued to beat for a time, there on the snow, and you observed as it finally came to a stop. This has happened many times. And yet you return, you recall the many places along this path where your heart has been ripped from you, all of them unique in some way, you just know it, but the memories flee. You just remember the heart, the red on snow, the feeling of thirst. And you look up, at the clouds that soar like ships, at the blue beyond, and hope.

It is a defense mechanism, this not remembering. When one catalogues the taste of a simple drink in a thousand eras, in ten thousand locations, to remember every detail would lead to madness. So for now, there is only the uneven rhythm of the fan above you, the blast from the air conditioner at the side. You have interrupted the barman’s siesta, and even as he curses under his breath at you, he smiles, for travelers require at least the illusion of companionship, and you will not come this way again. But he is wrong, you have been here before, and will be again. Once there was just parched grass, the sting of sweat in the mouth, the fragrant drowned scent of cactus. Then for a time there was a city, buildings laid out like slabs, weeds thrusting through cracked pavement, the wavering glint of oil. Now it is a village, just this bar, a repair garage across the street. Stripped autos are wounded with rust, the rubber sagging from their tires like decayed skin. Today it is cola for you, and you press your tongue hard to the roof of your mouth, all the better to trap the fizz, and enjoy it as a newfound taste (once again). The television announcer screams Goooooooooaaaaaaaaal! Soccer or football, you ponder, whole civilizations have come to blows over that question of terminology, but ages from now, no one will know these words. Another visitor enters, and he (or she) sits nearby, face hidden under a wide-brimmed hat. He (or she) too orders a soda, and he (or she) also smiles at you, but in quite a different way. There used to be a city -- the stranger begins, and you interrupt, And before that, the country, and then he (or she) finishes, And before that … And you both look at each other, hoping the other has the answer, and seconds stretch into minutes, and still you both wait, and anticipate.

What came first? Commitment, perhaps, but that was for naught, just as irony was for naught, rage and dissipation too. You have had lovers and spouses, been scarred and raped, run your hand against the bristle of a cheek, the fluttering smoothness of a belly. At times you have surrendered to the non-thought that comes of giving yourself completely, and at others you have coldly plotted a relationship’s termination. The memories of actual events and conversations fade, but the punctured silences remain, like stringy bits of food caught in the teeth. The tiny bell as it pirouettes on the string that hangs from the ceiling. The faraway blare of a garbage truck. The smothering cicadas. The ache of a flag as it flies alone at night. You have bid farewell, and dove to the bottom of the sea, so far down that even you with your flawless sight can see nothing, and yet you can feel the brush of membraned creatures against your skin, sense the cowardice of the fish as they scatter. There must be a meaning in all of this, a meaning for your presence here. If only you can grasp it, much like one must grasp the colors that elude black and white, then you will be gone, and the journey would continue.

The clouds open up; lightning shakes your vision. The Stranger’s black robe is in tatters, and he lets it slough from his shoulders. His bare arms are ridged with red veins that could easily be tattoos. And yet the arms are thin, hairless, like a girl’s. He approaches and you stand your ground, for on either side of you, in every direction, is sheer drop. The white snow is so far down from where you are poised on this mountain peak that it could very well be dust, fairy dust perhaps, if such a thing existed. Maybe it does exist -- you wish you could remember. No time. Your fingers are interlaced, unbreakable, committed. You hold them before you, to ward off, or to initiate prayer. But even this is not enough, and the stranger comes at you, his eyes the consistency of a doll’s, his teeth bared in a grin, and it suddenly occurs to you, just before his face is so close that you see nothing but black: I have killed him before.

The language of children resembles music in the merging of pure and impure sounds, the articulation of what cannot be articulated, with the most direct means of conveying what can be said. You slam tennis balls against the wall, savoring the deathless moments between shots, infinity between the stroke, the hit, the wait, the return, and the boy behind the fence, in an effort to annoy you, shouts, And -- hit! Ready … and -- hit it! Oh, bad one! You do not respond because you savor the endlessness in his voice: the clutching of breath, the innumerable incipient thoughts, sounds, feelings, as if he is running at full speed through a field, no end in sight, delirious with the headlong rush. Arrrrrr haaaaah hummmmm, he now sings. Yeah, hrrrrr … F … U … C … You whirl to face him, and he looks straight at you, mouth slightly open, the smell of fast food ketchup on his lips, seized by the obvious thought: What are you thinking? Pure giggle, a caving in of the body as he shakes in congealed laughter. With a wave of the head he begs you to follow, and he leads you down alleyways, past filth and puke and shit, to the forest beyond the city, where grass is free to grow in any gnarled direction it chooses, and the trees boom with vitality, to a river which sparkles crystalline like a creek, and all the while he chants aimlessly, perhaps a rap song he once heard, locked into a single phrase, Get it together, get it together, get it together, and you are concerned for a moment, because you have seen corpses seconds after death, their nervous systems fixated on a thought or phrase even after life has been crushed, lips moving and repeating the words over and over, I want my Mom, I want my Mom, even as people gather and whisper, You’ll be okay, help is coming, just lay still, not realizing that they are dead, finished, gone. But light dances in the boy’s eyes as he turns to look at you. Yes, he says, yes, you know, you know. You want to ask, Know what? but he has jumped into the river, and you rush to the bank, because this water is ice-cold and treacherous, but you see his face, looking up at you, ballooned and wide, whiskers sprouted from his cheeks, and his elfin grin is now the dirty, pure leer of a tricky oldster, and with a shake of his body, he flows from you, his trunk corkscrewing around and the tail slapping at the river’s surface, drenching you with water that tastes like nothing but nectar even as you choke on it.

Infuriating in his abstinence, the Stranger has refused to partake of the opium pipe. Such substances have no effect on you, in fact very little in this world has an effect on you, and yet you still take pleasure in another’s sin, the sheer luxuriousness of it. But the Stranger will have none of it, he merely allows the cushions to swallow him as he sniffs at the leftover fumes of addicts, his body at one with the arabesques carved into the fabric. Outside the bonfires burn, the troops shouting with unholy strength as they run through the streets. The Stranger’s wide-brimmed hat casts a slab of shadow over his face as he tells his tale. It was the first time I saw you. I was young and alone, at the foot of Buzhou Mountain, and I saw you fight the other, the opponent who was just like you. It was a draw, neither side gaining advantage on the other. And in your frustration you butted your head against the mountain, against the celestial column of rock that held up the sky. And that column which buttressed Heaven collapsed, the north sky tilted, the stars ran toward the west, where they are today. And I saw all of it, and I came to the knowledge of beings like you. And your opponent, whom you never could defeat. Amused at this veiled jibe, you slit a pillow in half, corner to corner, with the flick of a fingernail. And I suppose you found a way to defeat him? you snort. The Stranger laughs Yes -- outside, a mother screams as children are snapped into pieces under the wheels of chariots. It was easy, he says. Curiosity. He wanted to know how to kill you. I said I knew the answer. He crept in close to listen -- just as you are now -- and at that moment his body was open to me, his mind receptive, unguarded … You spring to your feet, but he is beside himself with laughter, pounding his hand against the pillows, pop pop. He chokes in enough breath to say, You proud, silly thing -- you were taken in! And you hear the town walls crumble a dozen miles away, aged stone cracking open and the fragrant dust inside scattering out to pepper the white bones of long-dead soldiers, even as the banner of the enemy army is hoisted aloft, nearly invisible in the dark.

You tumble from the top of the tower, not intentionally, but not purely by accident either. You have survived a multitude of falls, yet you still experience the initial rattle of fear -- Maybe this time is the last. On the way down, you take deep notice of the city lights, every tremulous window, how they pass you by like fireflies. You recognize an office where you worked, the one time in your entire existence you had a headache, almost unbelievable to think you could ever have a pain like that, but even with your elongated sense of time, a few days was enough for it to grow, as fast and insidious as a weed. People smiled, they cut into lunch lines, they perfected the tendencies of a psychopath: Yes, her ass is on the street tomorrow -- Oh hey, how are you doing? It is not the stratagems that aggravated you, not even the venality, but the justifications, the rationalizations, the accoutrements of denial, the disconnect between action and awareness. Your head was ready to burst through your skull at that, and yet that pain was a pleasure in its sheer newness, as if you were on the verge of discovery. That was a time ago, and now your vision shifts from that office window to the downstairs café you often spent your nights, where you took pleasure from the rain that stained the pavement, and appreciated the hollow footsteps of thieves and lovers, and you would help stack up the chairs at the end of the evening, just to soak in a few more moments, and catch a glimpse of the sky, just as you are doing now, as you turn to face the sliver of dark emptiness that you are falling away from, and just like that, your descent has been halted, and now you are accelerating upward, towards the pinhole stars and what lies behind them, and your entire being is seized with expectation -- This could be it -- but no, the path to the heavens remains closed, and you are settling like a feather on the roof you fell from, arm outstretched over the ledge, the cold concrete an affront to your back, crying in frustration at the wordless black above.

She has lived by the sea for years, and you visit her often. In her obstinate refusal to change, her desire to sink into her own oblivion, she has remained ageless. Visitors come and go, some stay for a time, but this temple, like this woman, is merely a stop. Some take pity on her and bear gifts, others use her for sex or love or both, and through it all her expression never changes. Yet she is wasting -- it is imperceptible for the first or even second-time visitor, but nothing escapes your eyes. Even as her skin is bathed in the golden glow of the coastal sun, her face is ravaged by sleeplessness and something more -- perhaps opium, perhaps a drug of her own making. Within her innermost sleeping quarters, a bird with plumes of green and blue is confined to a cage, utterly still and silent, a living museum piece. Outside, her dog prowls, a fierce shaggy brute with drool that scalds. Every visitor is confronted with sharp-clawed paws, a bite that leaves obelisk-shaped wounds, and in very unlucky cases, a throat shredded like scorched parchment. Yet she loves this dog, even as she waddles after it, her voice too hoarse from yelling at it to even order it to stop. She refuses to leash it, impede its freedom of movement in any way. Even as the storm rolls in and the rain slashes through the opened windows, she sits at the veranda, her crimson robes falling all about her and the smell of desiccated ginger radiating from her. The dog barks and yelps and tears at the walls, slashing paintings hundreds of years old. I am well, she says. She turns to shush the dog, but even her finger to her mouth seems shriveled, inadequate. When you have nothing left, but you know that your life continues, you attain this kind of peace. Far away, in her bedroom, the bird chirps once. Now the dog charges you, and you grab its maw between your two hands. Even as your fingers grow thick with spittle, you consider snapping its neck. It would be easy. Just an inattentive flick of your hand, and it would be done. Or maybe the correct option would be to extinguish the bird in its cage: a well-aimed poke of the finger, and its glassy eye would acknowledge your service as it crumpled. But who knows how the woman would react to either of these? Choose wrongly, and it would be the end of her. Humans are fragile, like hothouse flowers.

It is uncommon to see a familiar face, especially here, wrapped in the shadows of this stone shelter, on a winter’s night that would paralyze the hardiest climber. But there he is, hailing, awaiting, his wide-brimmed hat wet and dark on the floor, dumplings bobbing in the pot over the fire. You almost feel trapped by those green, flashing, wild flames. Eons ago, you met another stranger here, a lost traveler, his beard crusted with snow and pointing down his chest. His frostbitten fingers had gone black, and still they fumbled with the beard. The sound resembled that of stale bread cracking apart. Promise me you’ll bury me, he pleaded, and you had no use for such bloated self-regard -- after his death, his body lay there for a time, longer even than the reigns of kings, but eventually it withered, smothered by time. The Stranger does not know that where he sits now is the very spot where the lost traveler rests, but all that is in plain sight is a table missing a leg. Without complaint, the Stranger props up the empty corner with his knee, and eats with girlish fingers. Beautiful, he sighs, and with that, this encounter no longer seems like a coincidence but necessity. He begins: Heard any news -- You finish: -- From home? You laugh. Perhaps this is all rhetorical. That must be the point -- he is opening this topic, just like the tiniest droplet of water will bloom like a flower when you speak the word Yes to it. So you reply: You know where -- And he says, No. Your inevitable next question: Then why? Purpose hardening his face, he replies, The only home I know is you. Because to meet you, to fight you, even to lose -- and then find you again … All else is pretense. And when you are finally gone, I will be done. It is a life to be wished for. He grins, and insists you partake of his rice wine. But I do pity you, he murmurs. To not know what you want, or how to find it … you poor thing … While you seethe, he laughs. Hours or seconds from now you both will face each other down on the path outside, no weapons, no touching of bodies, only his intense need matched against your own, and you may battle, you may flee, but regardless of outcome there will always be another meeting, another challenge. From your perspective, one tempered by epochs and passings, the thought is intolerable.

You find a strange joy in sickness. The world slows to a simple dust-coated beam of sunlight that skewers the window, and you lie in a perfumed bed, your throat choked with phlegm, content with the thought: So this is what it is to be old. And if fortune truly favors you, you will dream. Of vestments and gowns made of endless fur. Of uncountable expanses, where you will never see everything there is, even as you crack open your scaly wings and soar with a thought across several oceans. Your comrades frolic alongside you, locking fangs at the back of your neck, hiding behind mountains, attacking with shouts that would escape human ears, sounds conveying multivariate meanings: impatience, recklessness, love, rage, overwhelming gladness. At the end of a day’s battle in which no one dies and no one bleeds, you seek an island clothed in a latticework of vines, and sleep there, hidden from sun and stars. Perhaps tomorrow you will return to the Great Hall with a cocky clatter of feet and wings, blow out the multitudes of candles flickering in perfect time with each other, and just for show, you would chase down the sun, even hold it within your grasp for a second, not because of the sun’s intrinsic worth, but because it would make a fine tale. And should a human visitor appear, you can sidle up to him even as the others heckle and growl with condescension. In seconds you will awake, reenter this world, all sweat and great gulping breaths, but you have enough time to whisper in the visitor’s ear: Pay them no mind. I know what it’s like.

Eventually sickness passes, as it always does, and you walk the streets once again. People look away, they look down, they occupy themselves with a newspaper, or a phone, but you know that should you fall to the pavement, moaning for help, that they will come. Power and comfort in that thought. To actually have another help you -- do you dare? It has the delicious air of sin about it. But time is running short. Even now, you notice that this city is dying: plastic wrap and dead leaves swamping the streets, or the avenues where no one walks at all, gleaming empty things. You overhear talk: Maybe that place is best, or We can get a fresh start somewhere else. Even the young scratch at their wizened foreheads, or pluck out premature gray hairs. The rest slowly surrender to madness, as if catching it from the air, from the breaths of others. They scream at no one in particular, shriek at horrors that no longer exist, and boils pop from their forehead as they yank at your arm. In their insanity, they have moved beyond time.

The original source of the man’s hatred was perhaps the government, or a vendetta, or a prejudice. No matter, he has long forgotten. All that is left are pulsing black eyes, hair that sprouts unheeded from his nostrils, breath that reeks of rotten bananas. In a moment of weakness, you offered your hand to him, and he snared your wrist with his big brawling fingers, ugly and twisted. Within his Anger, invulnerable, stronger than will, you were imprisoned. Refusing to let go, he kicked, whipped, cajoled, whispered dire necessities into your ears. The language of such hate is fluid, even reasonable, but above all, unceasing. His goal was to shape you into his instrument. Justice is relentless; it must burn for generations through you, with your unearthly eyes and sad, skidding breaths. Many times he ripped your heart out and fondled it for a period, his cradling hands shaking with its every beat, and then to demonstrate his munificence, his complete mastery, he returned it. The floor of your cell is stained with blood, like rubies congealed. Years have passed, kingdoms fallen. Perhaps the object of the man’s enmity has also fallen, but he is intent on breaking you, and damn life spans, your obstinacy, any doubts, distractions. Still, you have come to recognize that his unwavering faith is his weakness. For him, it is only a matter of convincing you, sickening your soul, stoking the fever, and then you and he will be one with purpose, the world will shudder. So gradually, with an artist’s sensitivity, you have dropped words: What to maybe to I see to I understand. Your head has nodded at appropriate moments. And finally this day has come, his orders: Revenge. The wrongdoers (always it is distilled to a person or persons) will suffer. So he releases his grip on you with a smug wave of the hand and urges you forward, his instrument, his deliverance. You require moments to clear your captivity from your mind -- a mammoth struggle, for with you, millennia are reducible to single instants, like a painter who creates the most beautiful butterfly ever seen with one brushstroke. You grab him within your own fingers, taking a certain grim pleasure in the puncturing of his skin with your nails, and with the energy of pent-up years released, you soar with him to an uncharted continent, the most remote mountains. With an avalanche and a fracturing of rock and snow, he crashes onto the peak. In a world where hate never fades, this gesture may be but a token; nonetheless, a branch has been snipped, this specific contagion has been disinfected. And so he curses and spits at you as you leave him, but you are comfortable with your decision, because you know that to cross these mountains and return to humankind would take eons, lifetimes. And yet, every so often at night, as you watch the sun shrink to a dot on the horizon, you think that perhaps the dot is actually the man’s lantern, still borne high on his rage, as he works his way back, peak by peak.

	The taxi driver first told you that the dance would cost fifty dollars, and now it has been bumped up to a hundred, for the local villagers must dance with the girls as well, and it would not be right to let them do so without giving them money to pay the girls. You argue, not because money is any kind of issue with you, but because this sort of haggling is tradition, spice, life. Ultimately, a compromise is reached, and a bonfire is lit in the center of the field. Under a nearby pavilion the orchestra bangs out a sinewy, circular rhythm, and the dance begins. The fifteen-year old girls bare stomachs and legs to you, they smile suggestively because it is custom and mandate. The true laughter is in their headdresses of mock gold and sequined robes as they titter with each little shake, and the dresses that spill out with every color you see in children’s books. You stagger towards them -- even after all this time, you are not entirely comfortable walking on two legs -- and they lock their shy smiles on you. Their hands constantly move, gesture, spin in and out of sight, as if they are carrying on a conversation. The men of the village scamper in, scrunching their faces into monkey curiosity, playing to the crowds, and soon the entire village is prancing, laughing, drinking. The fire gives off a scent like musk, and the villagers’ skins grow red, their clothes dropping to the ground, as if they are transforming into a new kind of being. Yes, you think. This is just right. You have your own ceremony to perform, your own necessity, and this crude human approximation is just similar enough. Taken with the beat, you jump in place, inflections and counterpoints ruling your hips and knees, your feet stamping downbeats on the forgiving earth. The village roars approval, steps back to admire your crazy foreign dance. Even the girls giggle and put demure hands to mouths at your display. But your spasms have purpose, hard and certain as the soil that begs for sustenance. As your movements hit their zenith, you throw up your arms, and the clouds break. Within seconds, the fire has been extinguished by the pouring rain. Undaunted, the sheltered orchestra hurtles on, as the storm drowns out everything but the thudding beats. You continue twirling, jumping toward the skies in thanks, and then falling on your knees to pound at the mud, gobs of it spattering your legs and chest. You think: Almost like being underwater. Almost like how it once was. This is important, you may be on the verge of remembering something, but the taxi driver breaks in -- he is yelling at you to get inside -- It is a monsoon -- and one of the dancing girls, her lips pursed in a Cupid’s bow of puzzlement, approaches you. You stop for a moment, and she looks at you with wide eyes. Perhaps she knows, and is at a loss at how to comprehend it all. Or perhaps she just suspects, like one can suspect many things in the space between waking and sleep. Her eyes flutter as rain kicks at her, and you draw yourself up, shielding her. You bring your finger up to your mouth and smile. Not a word to anyone, you say. She does not understand your language, only continues to look at you in wonder, the orchestra stumbling to a halt as the pavilion crashes down to the mud.

The Stranger has lost, again. He stares at the innards that lay on the sizzling noonday rock, the way they unfurl like a forgotten scarf. It is his own innards -- his own life ebbing. He cups a hand to his stomach, as if to prevent further leakage, but there is nothing left to escape. Well … he whispers thoughtfully. With white trembling fingers, he touches the brim of his hat. You finish the thought: Until next time. His body flops forward, almost comically, and lies still. You could cremate him, you could toss him into the crevasse, where he would join the dozens of others who have died for far less noble causes. But it is no use -- he will return, as regular as the season, and it is more important for you to sleep, under the pitiful protection of that stone shelter. Already your clarity is fading -- Was there someone here? Moments ago? No one now, nothing here but your four limbs, weighted down by infinite life. During the night the temperature drops below freezing, and your stuttered breaths rise like smoke from a funeral pyre. In the midst of restless sleep, you awake on your side, facing the slash of doorway. Among the outcroppings outside, there is a rock that has the vague shape of a human body, on his side, facing you, expectant like a lover, but it is indistinguishable in the moonlight from the other rocks. When you wake in the morning, you bite your lip as you recollect fragments from the day before: veins snapping like serpents, a sleeping stone no longer there, a wide-brimmed hat. You are at once sure that you will see the hat again, those girlish fingers again, and you will demand: How do I -- He will terminate the question with a shake of the head. Another fight. Custom, continuation, regurgitation. 

Your traces are unmistakeable, everywhere. The simple rearrangement of a branch as you step on it, even the echo and reflection of a whisper you made years ago -- these are all known to you. Details and circumstance are forgotten, but there is no doubt when you see, hear, touch your tiny leavings. So it is with anticipation and a clenching of the heart that may be the onset of fear that you realize that you have never been here before. This is a flatland like any other, and the fields are inevitable with wheat, but still, this is your first visit. Cicadas rattle about you as you wade in -- even each of these insects is unfamiliar to you -- and divots in the ground guide you in different directions. Ahead, you hear something, a harumph, an exhalation of impatience, not unlike a horse chewing hard on its bit with shredded teeth, but inaudible to earthly ears. You approach silently, your feet merely brushing against the ground of dead matted grass. And there he is, crumpled on his side, one whisker decayed to nothingness, the other still as insolent as a whip. You close your eyes and listen. You listen to the breath racking his body, and you know, not long now. His jade eye fixes itself on you; Finally, he says. You reply: I left you alone. You requested that. He snorts once more, and shifts so he is flat on his belly. His skin glitters pool-like in the sunset, amidst the golden wheat. You lost patience, he croaks. You, in your pride, said you did not need to know, that you would not see me. And now at the end, you break down, you come. You do not remember any words of the sort, but you have become more forgetful lately. That is it; you are here because you wish to remember. To know if you will be alone once he is gone. Harumph, he answers to the latter. You think I know? Or care? That was your shortcoming. Your love of this world. Your spectacular self-indulgence. To you, the Palace of Air and Water was a playground, eternal, come and go as you please. Same with this land. You could go anywhere, without us, certainly without us, because you could survive alone, unlike the rest. And now you drag yourself here, seeking a companion. You strike him, this arrogant would-be royalty, with your thin arms. No, you hiss. No companion. Just an answer. He shifts so that he lies on his back, his generous belly protruding, and regards the barren sky above. It has not rained here for years, he mumbles. All you see here is alive because of me. Energy that could have been spent staying alive. No regrets. I will finally be Home. He laughs like a child might against a vanquished bully, and angered by that implication, you pluck his last remaining whisker. It hangs limp in your hand, then with a pressing of your fingers, it crumples to ashes. I told you I don’t need a companion, you snarl, the wheat bending from the force of your thoughts. Give me the answer. His jade eye has hardened to dull stone, the shimmering watercolors of his skin now bleed gray. The truth is a companion, he whispers. Yours is that you will never leave. And even as you reach out for him, the sun vanishes and his body splits into shadows that flee across the fields like birds. You find yourself clutching at dirt that now kicks in your face, and the roots of the wheat that had bent to your will moments before now stands ram-rod straight, buttressed by an unexpected blast of wind, unaware that it will soon wither and die.

Writers are always obsessed with beauty, pontificating on it, crumpling pounds of paper for it, inhaling pleasure from the bifurcated branches of a tree, or the exact length of shirt sleeve poking out from coat sleeve. You meet such a writer in the imperial ruins, where even the royal ponds are now nothing but rank little patches of bones and silt. There would be many opportunities to expound on what was here, what will be here, but the writer will have none of it, for the only important matter is the right now, framed in his question to you: What is it like? What do you feel? With an easy stretching of limbs, you climb atop the tattered stalk of a pillar, and look down on him. The writer holds his pen with great expectation, poised to catch any immortality you can bestow on him through the telling. Please, your story. You do not respond, for your attention is caught by the old man wandering a few miles away, down a back alley, unaware of all around him. Unseemly hairs sprout from the mole on his cheek, the charcoal he uses in his stove scores his lungs, he is half-blind, his clothes hang on him like chains, no one can understand a bit of his natterings, and he sings through his straw, his fingers fondling the straw, the straw piercing the lid of his fast food cup, into the empty cup, the cup reverberating with the passion of his off-key melody. Channeled through the container, the song floods the alley, rises to the trees, catches the ears of the pigeons, who in turn soar off with their own music, as metallic whistles are attached to their ankles. You know that the writer passed the old man this morning, and the man was singing then, too, and the writer looked away, repulsed, repulsed, because to him the old man was infirmity, waste, futility. What the writer does not know is that in a far-back time, the old man was a young courtier whose fingers ranged up and down the two strings of his erhu with unerring precision, breaching even Heaven with his tremulous music. And many years from now, the old man will be young again, and his healthy fingers will wrench out such music again, while the writer will press a desperate, wrinkled hand to his deaf ears, all in vain, and the tears will flow because he will not realize all he needs to do is hear the beat of his own heart. 

Spring rain is like shards, brittle yet hard, and they assault the walls of this little cottage. It has bent and stooped with the seasons, but it has persevered. Here in this valley, the rain never stops, the trees and hills never receive a moment’s peace. No human would live here -- the same patter of raindrops every day, the same implacable clouds greeting you each morning, it would be far too much for anyone. So you and the Stranger have the valley and this cottage to yourselves. Coughing, swaddled in a blanket, shockingly bald -- the wide-brimmed hat was lost long ago -- the Stranger sits by candlelight, his face white with each stab of lightning outside. For the first time, you are the one to cook the meal, pour the wine from a bottle long buried. Those who hid it are long gone and forgotten, but with your ears, your sense of smell, retrieving it was effortless. Someone somewhere is drinking, thinking, This vintage must be the best in the world -- you begin. The Stranger finishes: But they will never know wine as good as this. You shake your head no: Not just this one. Thousands more which will never be found. With a retching noise that passes for a laugh, the Stranger finishes his glass in a single lusty gulp. We’ll find them all, he says. And then, as you listen to the wine rattle inside him, you realize he is dying.

Not possible. He is human, but nevertheless. This must be a gambit, a new stratagem in the game. You are -- you say. Enough, the Stranger retorts. Let’s drink. His coughs intensify in violence, the gasp preceding each cough growing longer and longer, as if he is struggling for his last bit of oxygen. You have so many unanswered questions, everything in this life has been distilled to the moonlike face before you. But it would be such a surrender of pride to ask him now. Paralyzed, you can only watch as the Stranger lies down by the fire, muttering Stop fussing, stop fussing, the last drops of wine coursing down his chin. What now? you ask yourself. What happens if he goes, and does not return? Like a child, you are seized with the desire to flee, even as the Stranger reaches out to pat your shoulder.

I remember when I was a young man, the Stranger says. His lips barely move -- the words are issuing forth from his throat, like a commandment. I was always alone on nights like this, and it was good. You could hear the Heavens opening up, you could see the grass flash with the lightning, like it was all bursting with electricity. And then I would see you run through this valley, never stopping, so fast that not even the rain could touch you. These were in the days when kings desired your flesh, your blood, when people knew about such things. So you always ran, and then when you turned to attack, and your hunters cowered at the sight of you, this giant magnificent thing in the rain …

This is all he says. He smiles. No need for you to ask now -- this memory is his world, anything more is superfluous. So you leave him by the fireplace, and outside the storm is like a flood, surging in waves, torrents. You are already wet, but with a quick step and a spreading of arms and legs, you are off across the valley, the speed and your momentum blasting you dry within seconds, the raindrops attacking in their well-ordered droves, failing to get close to even the coat you wear. The sky kicks at you -- you kick back, soaring and diving, young again, unmindful of destination or need or objective, and even the myriad voices from beyond the clouds and rain that rail at you are of no consequence. You have reached the height of your climb, and the valley below is just a dot, a smudge on a canvas. Intoxicated with your own beauty, your power, you know you could remove all mountains with an utterance, rack this entire world with a shout. But all at once the rain ceases, and the dark valley below resolves itself into a single speck of light, the fire inside the cottage, where the Stranger lies. Seized with apprehension, you plummet back to earth, to the cottage, through its roof, shattering in an instant what centuries of rain has failed to do, and land on the cottage floor, swatting aside falling debris, looking into the sallow face of the Stranger, still smiling even though his body is now cold and rigid, yet so ruddy in the firelight. You want to yell, but the breath is caught, like thoughts that are fleeing your grasp. Were you flying? Was it raining? Resolution eludes you, like the fire that dances on the Stranger’s dead face. He is here and not here. He is not leaving, and not returning. You are certain of it, choked by that knowledge, and with a whoosh the excess water perched on the shattered ceiling falls, smothering the last flames.

Waves lap at the pagoda by the seaside -- the sea is rising, the land is sinking. The pagoda walls still bear the scars left by the dog, and the birdcage remains in the innermost chamber, but nothing is left but the soggy remains of porcelain cups, a few piles of rubble where vandals have defaced and pillaged. Such a needless thing to destroy, to tear down. Everything is torn down eventually. The real beauty is in erecting survival. Gathering stray shards of wood, you create a bonfire on the beach that night. Even in its dilapidated state, the pagoda still shines like a jewel in the firelight, and you lose yourself in the reflections that dance on its walls. The wind ushers the crashing waves onto land, or perhaps it is the other way around. Pressing both hands to your heart -- Yes, it is quite there -- you lie on your back and take it all in, the warmth of the fire on your face, the spray of the sea on your body, the wind tousling your long hair. You reflect, as you have many times before: Soon this age will be over, and another will begin, and I will still be here, with the sand, clouds, sea, fire, wind. For the first time, that thought beings grief, and you cry, for hours, salty tears that would dry up even the sea, while above you, the clouds and stars part to indicate the path not yet taken.




